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Abstract 

Visual attentional capture is a form of visual attentional selection that is automatic and 

involuntary in nature, and is of high adaptive value as it allows visual attention to be oriented 

in a reflexive manner towards visual information without necessarily being guided by pre-

existing knowledge, goals, and plans. According to the load-hypothesis (Lavie & De Fockert, 

2005), attentional capture of salient stimuli increases under load on working memory due to 

disruption of stimulus-processing priorities. Moreover, it has been proposed that maintenance 

of task-irrelevant verbal information increases distractor interference in singleton search by 

increasing attentional capture of salient, but task-irrelevant, color singletons. This hypothesis 

was tested in the present study by having participants complete several succeeding trials of 

singleton search while simultaneously maintaining digits in working memory. The presence 

of task-irrelevant color singletons in the search array of a singleton search task led to 

increased response times, indicating attentional capture. However, the cost to response times 

associated with distractor presence did not increase under load on working memory, 

indicating that distractor interference may not be affected by load on working memory when 

task-irrelevant verbal information is maintained over an extended period of time. Individual 

differences in action video game playing and trait anxiety were considered and excluded as 

possible confounders.  

  Keywords: singleton search, visual attention, attentional orienting, selective 

attention, attentional capture, top-down, bottom-up, verbal working memory, AVGP, trait 

anxiety 
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Visual Attentional Capture Resists Modulation in Singleton Search under Verbal Working 

Memory Load 

  Imagine searching through a crowd for a friend you’re supposed to meet. From 

previous encounters you know that your friend will be wearing a red jacket. As you scan the 

crowd, your attention is captured by the appearance of a red jacket. Further inspection reveals 

that this is not your friend, and so you must disengage attention from the stranger and resume 

your search in order to find him. In this example, knowledge of the properties of your friend’s 

jacket is used to orient visual attention around a crowd. At no other time than the sighting of a 

red jacket does search stop to allow further processing of information in the focus attention. In 

the focus of attention, individually processed features, such as color and shape, are bound into 

single objects, such as the perception of a person wearing a red jacket (Treisman & Gelade, 

1980). This binding of features into objects enables a judgement to be made over whether the 

person within the focus of attention is the friend that is being searched for. In this example, 

attention is oriented in a controlled manner in accordance with knowledge (that your friend 

wears a red jacket), goals (locating a friend), and plans (searching through a crowd until the 

friend is found). Controlled orienting of attention, and selection of visual information, is 

commonly referred to as top-down, or endogenous, attention (Posner, 1980). 

  Another way to interpret the example above is that the red jacket may have 

captured attention not because the color red was the target of search, but because of the 

salience of the jacket’s color. For the sake of argument, assume everyone in the crowd wears 

grey jackets. If everyone in the crowd wears grey jackets, and a red jacket suddenly appears, 

the unique red jacket may capture attention regardless of its relevance to your search simply 

because it is more salient than other stimuli in the environment. Orienting attention to 

environmental cues such as salience, commonly referred to as bottom-up, or exogenous 

attention, occurs automatically and involuntarily, as attention is oriented in accordance with 
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properties of stimuli in the environment, without necessarily being guided by pre-existing 

knowledge (Posner, 1980). 

  Did the red jacket capture attention as a result of available information regarding 

certain features of the jacket, or because it was highly salient? This question reflects two 

opposing views regarding the nature of a phenomenon known as attentional capture, which 

may be viewed as a specific form of attentional selection. Attentional capture refers to 

automatic and involuntary orienting of attention that is initiated by properties of visual stimuli 

(e.g., Theeuwes, 2010). There has been a great deal of debate over the roles of bottom-up and 

top-down attention in attentional capture (for a review see Burnham, 2007). According to a 

bottom-up conception, attentional capture occurs as a result of bottom-up factors such as 

salience, regardless of whether the stimulus which captured attention is relevant to some task 

or not (e.g., Theeuwes, 1992, 2010). According to a top-down conception, attentional capture 

may be modulated top-down by factors such as knowledge, goals, and plans (e.g., Folk, 

Remington, & Johnston, 1992). 

  The remainder of this introduction will proceed as follows: First, it will be 

useful to define what the concept visual attention entails. Secondly, a bottom-up hypothesis of 

attentional capture is examined (Theeuwes, 1992, 2010). Third, a top-down hypothesis of 

attentional capture known as contingent capture is examined (Folk et al., 1992). Fourth, 

neuroimaging studies on attentional orienting and capture are discussed as a way of evaluating 

the two previously discussed hypotheses. Results from these neuroimaging studies point 

toward the possibility of top-down modulation of attentional capture, contrary to predictions 

of the bottom-up hypothesis, leaving open the possibility that attentional capture may occur in 

a top-down manner as well as bottom-up manner. Lastly, working memory may act as a 

potential source for top-down modulation of attentional capture (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). 

Studies in which participants were required to memorize visual or verbal stimuli, after which 
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they engaged in some task requiring selective attention will be discussed, leading up to the 

predictions of the current study. 

Visual Attention: Psychology and Neurobiology 

  Two features characterize visual attention: selectivity and a limited capacity 

(Desimone & Duncan, 1995). As hinted at in the example above, visual information is 

selected for processing in visual attention through the mechanisms of orienting and focusing. 

Selection of visual information is limited, however, and only some of all available 

information can be selected for processing at any one time. From this selectivity, a problem 

arises: How is relevant information preferentially selected over irrelevant information? 

Several theories of visual attention propose that selection can be modulated top-down by 

factors such as goals and knowledge (Bundesen, 1990; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Wolfe, 

2007). According to such a conception of visual attention, information that is irrelevant 

according to current knowledge, goals, and plans is less likely to be selected.  

 Desimone and Duncan (1995) have proposed a highly influential model of the 

neural basis of attentional selection, often referred to as the biased competition-model of 

visual attention. Before discussing this model, it will be useful to consider how the brain 

processes visual information. Visual information is processed along separate dorsal and 

ventral pathways, also known as the ‘where’ and ‘what’ pathways, respectively (Mishkin, 

Ungerleider, & Macko, 1983). The dorsal stream mediates spatial perception, enabling 

localization of objects in space. The ventral stream mediates object perception, enabling 

identification of objects. In the ventral stream, processing of visual information becomes 

increasingly complex as it progresses from earlier visual areas toward later frontal areas 

(Desimone & Duncan, 1995). For example, early visual areas process simple information such 

as line orientation and color. This information is then processed in a hierarchical manner 

towards frontal areas, where more complex perceptions can be formed (Gazzaniga, Ivry, & 
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Mangun, 2014). As processing of information becomes increasingly complex, the receptive 

fields of neurons increase in size (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). The receptive field of a neuron 

is the specific location in space to which that neuron selectively fires (Gazzaniga, Ivry, & 

Mangun, 2014). This means that several stimuli are processed by the same neurons and 

because the processing capacity of neurons is limited, some stimuli will be processed to a 

greater extent than others (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). 

  According to the biased competition-model of visual attention (Desimone & 

Duncan, 1995), stimuli compete for selection in the receptive fields of neurons. Selected 

stimuli receive preferential access to processing resources. Desimone and Duncan (1995) 

argue that it would be highly beneficial for the visual system if competition for selection of 

visual information could be biased in a top-down manner in accordance with already available 

information, so that currently relevant stimuli are favored for selection over currently 

irrelevant stimuli. They propose that information held in working memory may serve such a 

purpose by modulating attentional selection in a top-down manner in accordance with 

currently maintained knowledge, goals, and plans. Working memory may be defined as the 

maintenance and manipulation of information in service of goal-directed behavior (Baddeley, 

2012). Information regarding current tasks, for example the localization of a red apple in the 

supermarket, is maintained in working memory. If information regarding the goal of the 

current task, such as the localization of a red apple, is improperly maintained then that 

information cannot be properly used to guide behavior, perhaps resulting in bafflement over 

why one is in the supermarket in the first place. 

Bottom-Up Attentional Capture 

  Visual search is an experimental paradigm used to study attention in relation to 

vision. In visual search, participants search for a target stimulus presented in an array of non-

target stimuli. The biased competition-model of visual attention (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) 
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predicts that knowledge of task-demands can be used to guide attentional selection during 

visual search. This prediction is threatened by a bottom-up conception of attentional capture 

in terms of salience which excludes the possibility of any top-down modulation (e.g., 

Theeuwes, 1992, 2010). 

  Theeuwes (1992) conducted a series of experiments using a visual search task 

known as singleton search, wherein participants searched for a target singleton presented 

among non-target stimuli (for a similar task, see Figure 1). A singleton differs from other 

stimuli in the visual search array along some dimension, such as shape or color. The color 

singleton becomes salient due to its uniqueness, and is therefore easily located. In these 

experiments, participants were presented with several stimuli positioned in a circular pattern 

around a fixation dot in the middle of a computer screen. They were asked to locate a target 

shape singleton, i.e. a stimulus with a unique shape, by orienting attention covertly (without 

eye-movements), and to respond to the orientation of a line positioned inside it. In some trials, 

a non-target stimulus in the search array was presented in a different color from the rest. This 

enabled examination of whether a color singleton, which was more salient than the target as a 

result of its unique color, captured attention even though it was never relevant to the current 

task. The color singleton will henceforth be referred to as a ‘distractor’. It was found that 

distractor presence, compared to distractor absence, led to increased response times (RTs) 

when the target was defined as a shape singleton, e.g. a diamond among circles, and the 

distractor was defined as a color singleton, e.g. a red stimulus among green stimuli, but not 

when the roles were reversed such that the target was defined as a color singleton and the 

distractor was defined as a shape singleton. From the increase in RTs during distractor 

presence – commonly referred to as distractor interference – Theeuwes (1992) inferred that a 

salient distractor captured attention in a bottom-up fashion, requiring participants to disengage 

attention from the distractor before reorienting it towards the target so that a response could 
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be made. Importantly, participants’ knowledge of the irrelevance of the distractor did not 

appear to diminish its effect on RTs. Based on these findings, Theeuwes (1992) concluded 

that attentional capture occurs in a bottom-up fashion, entirely dependent on the salience of 

stimuli, contrary to what the biased competition-model would predict (Desimone & Duncan, 

1995). 

  Criticism. According to the bottom-up hypothesis, attentional capture results 

from factors such as salience, regardless of task-relevance (Theeuwes, 1992, 2010). In this 

view, top-down modulation of attention is not possible until capture has already occurred. As 

attentional capture may be viewed as a form of attentional selection, lack of top-down 

modulation could be seen as problematic for theories of visual attention that claim that 

attentional selection is biased towards relevant stimuli (Bundesen, 1990; Desimone & 

Duncan, 1995; Wolfe, 2007). However, the bottom-up hypothesis of attentional capture is not 

without problems itself. 

  According to Bacon and Egeth (1994), two different modes of search can be 

used in visual search tasks: a singleton search mode, which can be used to locate stimuli that 

differ significantly from their surroundings, and a feature search mode, which can be used to 

locate stimuli with specific features. Singleton search mode is conceptually similar to how 

bottom-up attention has been characterized so far, as it depends on factors such as salience. 

Feature search mode is more similar to how top-down attention has been characterized so far, 

as pre-existing knowledge of features of targets is used to guide attention in search. Bacon 

and Egeth (1994) argue that participants in Theeuwes’s (1992) study may have employed 

singleton search mode in visual search by default, leading them to orient attention towards 

salient stimuli rather than task-relevant stimuli, even though doing so is detrimental to 

performance. This hypothesis was tested in three experiments with an adapted version of the 

singleton search task used by Theeuwes (1992). A first experiment replicated the finding of 
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distractor interference discussed above. In a second experiment, additional target shapes were 

introduced into the search array, with the rationale that participants may be more likely to 

employ feature search mode if the target is not a singleton. If the target is not a singleton, and 

a feature search mode is employed, then a distractor will not capture attention because it lacks 

the feature being searched for. In favor of this hypothesis, distractor interference, i.e. 

increased RTs in distractor present trials, did not occur when additional targets were 

presented. In a third experiment, several unique shapes were introduced into the search array, 

meaning that the target was no longer the only unique shape. Employment of a singleton 

search mode would be discouraged by this, as the singleton search mode entails selection of 

stimuli based on their difference from other stimuli, which would not reliably lead to selection 

of the target over one of the other unique shapes. Instead, employment of a feature search 

mode would be encouraged, as participants knew that targets were always circles. As in the 

previous experiment, distractor interference did not occur, indicating that participants used a 

pre-defined feature to orient attention to the target without being captured by a salient 

distractor (for a critique of this study see Theeuwes, 2004 and for a response see Leber & 

Egeth, 2006). Top-down modulation of attentional selection may then be possible after all. 

Top-Down Attentional Capture 

 According to the contingent capture hypothesis (Folk et al., 1992), attentional 

capture depends, i.e. is contingent, on top-down factors such as knowledge of task-demands. 

In this view, only stimuli with features being searched for capture attention. The contingent 

capture hypothesis may therefore be characterized as the opposite of the bottom-up hypothesis 

(Theeuwes, 1992, 2010) presented above. 

  Folk et al. (1992) used a variation of visual search wherein a cue was presented 

to participants before they engaged in search for a target stimulus. In this task, four empty 

squares were presented around a fixation dot in the middle of a computer screen. Cues and 
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targets were presented in these squares, and could be defined by one of two properties: abrupt 

onsets (i.e. sudden appearance) or color. The properties of cues and targets could match each 

other or not. Cues also indicated correctly or incorrectly the location of subsequently 

presented targets. The task of the participants was to identify whether a target was a ‘+’ or a 

‘=’. It was found that RTs decreased in trials where the properties of cues and targets matched 

and cues correctly indicated target location compared to trials where no cues were presented 

at all. The reverse occurred when properties of cues and targets matched, and the cue 

incorrectly indicated target location. Here, RTs increased in comparison to when no cues were 

presented. This pattern of costs and benefits to RTs was taken to indicate that attention was 

captured by cues whose property matched that of targets. Attentional capture by a matching 

cue correctly indicating the location of a target made it easier to locate the target and respond, 

leading to faster RTs. Attentional capture by a matching cue incorrectly indicating the 

location of a target required participants to orient attention to the correct location before 

responding, leading to increased RTs. Folk et al. (1992) interpreted the results as evidence 

that participants used knowledge to guide search. When the property used to guide search 

appeared, it captured attention, leading to faster or slower RTs depending on whether cues 

indicated locations of targets or not. 

  It is important to note that Folk et al. (1992) used a blocked design. Cue and 

target properties were held constant for several succeeding trials rather than mixing them 

randomly between trials. This meant that participants knew the properties of targets and cues, 

and could use this knowledge to guide search. However, this also opens up the possibility of a 

phenomenon known as intertrial priming. 

  Criticism. Evidence has accumulated suggesting that visual search tasks are 

susceptible to intertrial priming (for a review, see Lamy & Krisjánsson, 2013). Intertrial 

priming occurs when some contingency of one trial affects the results obtained for a 
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succeeding trial, and may confound results by introducing variance among RTs in different 

conditions that is not attributable to the experimental manipulation. Controlling for intertrial 

priming is therefore desirable, as it poses a threat to the validity of any conclusions drawn 

from results that may have been affected. 

  It could be argued that holding cue and target properties constant under entire 

blocks of trials, as was done by Folk et al. (1992), may have led to confounding by intertrial 

priming. If knowledge of target property can be used to modulate attentional capture, as the 

contingent capture hypothesis (Folk et al., 1992) predicts, then varying target property 

randomly from trial to trial should still generate the pattern of costs and benefits to RTs 

previously discussed, thus dispelling the alternative explanation that intertrial priming 

accounts for the results obtained by Folk et al. (1992). Belopolsky, Schreij, and Theeuwes 

(2010) tested this prediction with an adapted version of the cued search task used by Folk et 

al. (1992). In this study, participants were presented with a word which correctly indicated the 

property of the target, or a neutral word which had nothing to do with the task, before 

engaging in search. It was found that knowledge of target property led to faster RTs compared 

to when no knowledge of target property was provided (as when presented with a neutral 

word). However, all cues appeared to capture attention, regardless of whether they matched 

the target property or not, as was indicated by increased RTs when cues incorrectly indicated 

target location compared to when cues correctly indicated target location. 

  The contingent capture hypothesis may also be criticized for its low ecological 

validity. Attentional capture would be extremely inflexible if it was entirely dependent on top-

down modulation. The sudden appearance of threats, for example, would not capture attention 

according to this hypothesis if those threats remained irrelevant to a task. From an 

evolutionary standpoint (see Burnham, 2007) this implication seems somewhat dubious. 
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Cognitive Neuroscience of Attentional Orienting 

  Two separate networks. The bottom-up and contingent capture hypotheses 

discussed represent very strong claims about the nature of attentional capture; attentional 

capture is either entirely dependent on bottom-up factors such as salience (Theeuwes, 1992, 

2010) or top-down factors such as knowledge, goals, and plans (Folk et al., 1992). In contrast, 

the biased competition model (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) and similar theories of visual 

attention (e.g., Bundesen, 1990; Wolfe, 2007) allow for attentional selection to occur in a 

bottom-up manner while still maintaining that attentional selection can be modulated top-

down. Relevant neuroimaging literature on the subject will be reviewed in the following 

section to see which view is favored. 

  Attentional orienting is thought to be mediated by two separate networks of 

brain areas (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 2008). A dorsal network 

is hypothesized to manage spatial orienting of attention, and includes bilateral superior 

parietal lobules (SPL), superior parietal sulci (SPS), and frontal eye fields (FEF). Top-down 

signals from areas in this network modulates activity in early sensory areas (Serences & 

Boynton, 2007), and may bias attentional selection in accordance with pre-existing 

information, as proposed by the biased competition-model of visual attention (Desimone & 

Duncan, 1995). A right-lateralized ventral network contains the temporoparietal junction 

(TPJ) and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). An early hypothesis regarding the function of the 

ventral network was that it acted as a ‘circuit-breaker’, disengaging attention from its current 

focus so that it could be reoriented toward salient stimuli in a bottom-up fashion (Corbetta & 

Shulman, 2002). If this was the case, then the dichotomy of top-down and bottom-up attention 

would map quite elegantly onto the dorsal and ventral networks, respectively. However, 

further neuroimaging studies on attentional orienting cast doubt on the role of the ventral 

network as a sort of ‘circuit-breaker’ specifically engaged in response to salience. 
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  The ventral network. De Fockert, Rees, Frith, and Lavie (2004) conducted an 

fMRI-study in which participants engaged in an adapted version of Theeuwes’s (1992) 

singleton search task. Participants searched for a shape singleton, defined as a circle among 

diamonds, and responded to the orientation of a line inside it. In some trials, one of the target 

or non-target stimuli in the search array was presented as a color singleton, meaning that the 

target could be presented as a color and shape singleton at the same time. The authors 

hypothesized that attentional capture of a salient distractor would engage parietal areas 

implicated in attentional orienting. Increased activity was observed in superior parietal areas 

when a color singleton was present in the search array compared to when a color singleton 

was absent from the search array, but only when the color singleton was not the target, ruling 

out the possibility that increased activity may have resulted from the presence of a color 

singleton rather than attentional orienting. Importantly, the presence of a distractor in the 

search array did not result in increased activity in the ventral attentional network, despite it 

being highly salient. 

  The study of De Fockert et al. (2004) indicates that the ventral system may not 

necessarily activate in response to salience. If that is the case, then the dichotomy of bottom-

up and top-down attention may not map as easily onto the ventral and dorsal networks as was 

first assumed (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002). 

  Kincade, Abrams, Astafiev, Shulman, and Corbetta (2005) conducted an fMRI-

study to examine brain activity during a cueing task in which participants were asked to 

search for a target letter, and respond to whether the target letter was a ‘T’ or an ‘L’. Three 

types of cues were used: endogenous, exogenous, and neutral. Endogenous cues, arrows in 

this case, indicate a location by pointing towards it, whereas exogenous cues, salient color 

singletons in this case, indicate a location by appearing at a location. Endogenous cues 

‘suggest’ that attention should be moved in a certain way by the participant who then decides 
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whether to move attention or not, whereas exogenous cues may capture attention in an 

automatic and involuntary fashion. Neutral cues, in contrast, did not indicate any specific 

location in the search array. Cues could correctly or incorrectly indicate where the target 

would appear. Increased activity was observed in bilateral FEF and IPS, members of the 

dorsal network, as well as right TPJ and right IFG, members of the ventral network, in 

response to endogenous cues, which required participants to orient attention to a specified 

location, compared to exogenous and neutral cues. Furthermore, activity in right TPJ and right 

IFG during exogenous cuing did not differ significantly from activity in the same regions 

during neutral cuing, indicating that the ventral network did not activate in response to 

salience. 

  Indovina and Macaluso (2007) sought to dissociate the contributions of salience 

and task-relevance to bottom-up orienting of attention. They compared brain activity in 

response to low-salience task-relevant stimuli and high-salience task-irrelevant stimuli in a 

cueing task where a cue could correctly or incorrectly indicate the location of a target. 

Increased activity was observed in bilateral IFG and angular gyrus adjacent to TPJ when 

targets, i.e. task-relevant stimuli, were presented in an unattended location, requiring 

participants to reorient attention in order to respond correctly. No such activity was observed 

when a highly salient checkerboard-stimulus was presented at an unattended location. 

  An fMRI-study by Serences et al. (2005) adds to the findings above by showing 

that increased activity in right TPJ and right IFG is observed during presentation of distractors 

sharing the same color as the target. A possible role of the ventral network could therefore be 

to identify task-relevance rather than salience. 

  Findings from the neuroimaging literature on attentional capture converge on 

the view that the dorsal network underlies orienting of attention to locations in space 

(Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Corbetta et al., 2008). The ventral network responds to task-
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relevance of stimuli (Corbetta et al., 2008) rather than salience, as was previously suggested 

(Corbetta & Shulman, 2002). One possible role of the ventral network is to provide top-down 

modulatory influence over activity in early areas of visual cortex in accordance with 

knowledge of task-demands (Corbetta et al., 2008). Several of the studies discussed above 

found modulation of activity in visual areas in response to salient stimuli (e.g., Kincade et al., 

2005; Serences et al., 2005). Such modulation may reflect heightened sensitivity of visual 

areas to behaviorally relevant stimuli (Serences & Boynton, 2007), or visual processing of 

stimuli following attentional capture (Hickey, McDonald, & Theeuews, 2006). At this point, it 

may be useful to consider attentional orienting as the product of interactions between the 

dorsal and ventral attentional networks (Chica, Bartolomeo, & Lupíañez, 2013; Natale, Marzi, 

& Macaluso, 2009; Peelen, Heslenfeld, & Theeuwes, 2004). 

Attentional Capture and Working Memory 

  Several theories of visual attention propose that attentional selection may be 

modulated top-down by pre-existing information to sove the problem of why some stimuli are 

selectively attended to rather than others, while still maintaining that attentional selection may 

occur in a bottom-up fashion (Bundesen, 1990; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Wolfe, 2007). A 

possible source for top-down modulation of attentional selection is working memory, or rather 

the information encoded and maintained in working memory (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). 

Working memory was previously defined, in this essay, as maintenance and manipulation of 

information in service of goal-directed behavior (Baddeley, 2012). For example, you engage 

in singleton search with the goal of locating a shape singleton, and with the knowledge that 

you’re supposed to respond in a certain way to a specific feature of the shape singleton. 

Maintaining information about task-demands in working memory is necessary in order to 

successfully complete the task. If, for any reason, this information is lost, task performance 

will likely suffer. 
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  Many theories of working memory attribute a major role to attention. 

Baddeley’s (2012) multi-component theory is one example, in which a domain-general central 

executive, a component conceptually similar to attention, coordinates activities of at least two 

so called slave systems. One of these systems, referred to as the visuospatial sketchpad, is 

hypothesized to process and store visuospatial information. A second system (along with its 

two sub-components), referred to as the phonological loop, is hypothesized to process and 

store verbal information. Information processed in the two slave systems are fed into an 

episodic buffer, where visuospatial and phonological information is integrated and stored 

temporarily. Another example is the time-based resource-sharing (TBRS) model of 

Barriouillet, Bernardin, and Camos (2004). According to this model, directing attention to 

information in working memory refreshes the information and keeps it from decaying, 

meaning that information that is not attended to decays within a certain period of time. Yet 

another example is Engle (2002) who proposes that the limited capacity of working memory 

is a result of the limited capacity of attention (Engle, 2002). 

  A relatively recent approach to examining interactions between attention and 

working memory combines a visual task requiring selective attention, such as singleton 

search, and a visual working memory task requiring maintenance of visual information during 

the visual task. The goal of this combination is to examine how working memory contents 

affect performance on attentionally demanding tasks. This approach is justified in light of the 

predictions made by the biased competition-model (Desimone & Duncan 1995), but also by 

considering the results of studies which have examined attention and working memory 

separately with neuroimaging techniques. These studies indicate that visual attention and 

visual working memory make use of overlapping areas of the brain (Awh & Jonides, 2001; 

Gazzaley, Rissman, & D’Esposito, 2004; Mayer et al., 2007; Tamber-Rosenau, Esterman, 

Chiu, & Yantis, 2011, Wager & Smith, 2003). Wager and Smith (2003) conducted a meta-
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analysis on results of neuroimaging studies on working memory and found that storage and 

maintenance of spatial information in working memory led to increased activation of parietal 

and occipital areas. In addition, increased activity was observed in right IFG in spatial tasks 

under executive demand. Verbal working memory was associated with increased activity in 

frontal areas of the left hemisphere adjacent to Broca’s area. Continuous updating and 

retaining temporal order of working memory contents led to increased activity in superior 

frontal areas, whereas manipulation of working memory contents led to increased activity in 

inferior frontal areas similar to those activated under executive demand. Furthermore, superior 

parietal areas, a major portion of the dorsal attentional network (Corbetta et al., 2008), 

showed increased activity under conditions requiring continuous updating and manipulation 

of working memory contents, order memory, as well as storage of verbal, spatial, and object 

information in working memory. Increased activity in superior parietal areas during working 

memory-related processes may indicate a role for basic control of attentional focus in those 

processes (Wager & Smith, 2003). 

  Modulation of distractor interference in visual search by visual information 

in working memory. The task referred to as singleton search was discussed above. In this 

task, participants search for a target singleton in the presence or absence of distractors. RTs 

typically increase in distractor present trials compared to distractor absent trials, indicating 

that distractors capture attention (e.g., Theeuwes, 1992). 

  Several studies in which the relationship between attentional selection and 

working memory was examined have employed a similar task with the addition of a 

concurrent working memory task (e.g., Soto, Heinke, Humphreys, & Blanco 2005). While 

participants search for a target, they are simultaneously required to maintain visual 

information in working memory. Imagine a trial of visual search in which participants are 

presented with a red circle to maintain in working memory. A short time after, they engage in 
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search for a target, for example an angled line inside a circle among other circles containing 

horizontal lines. After search they respond to a memory probe to ensure that they successfully 

maintained the red circle in working memory. At least two manipulations are possible here. 

The red circle may be present in, or absent from, the search array. Also, the red circle may, or 

may not, contain the target. How will the appearance of a red circle in the search array affect 

RTs when a red circle is maintained in working memory? 

  Downing and Dodds (2004) found no evidence of interference, i.e. costs to RTs, 

by visual working memory contents in visual search. Participants were shown two symbols, 

one was the target of search and the other had to be memorized for a later memory task. After 

being presented with the two symbols, participants engaged in visual search with the task of 

indicating whether the target symbol was present in, or absent from, the search array. In some 

trials of visual search the memorized symbol was presented in the search array, allowing 

examination of how the presence of memorized symbols affected participants’ ability to 

indicate presence of targets. Presence of the memorized symbol in the search array did not 

affect RTs significantly. Thus, Downing and Dodds (2004) concluded that visual working 

memory contents do not modulate attentional selection in visual search. 

  This interpretation faces a problem in that the memorized symbol was never 

relevant to the search task, meaning that there was no reason for participants to attend to the 

memorized symbol if it appeared in the search array. It has been shown that distractor 

interference in visual search can be resisted when features of both distractor and target are 

known (Theeuwes & Burger, 1998; see also Woodman & Luck, 2007), as is the case in the 

study of Downing and Dodds (2004). Participants may have used knowledge of task-demands 

to reject, or suppress, the memorized symbol if it appeared in the search array. A more 

parsimonious interpretation may be that the contents of working memory do not modulate 

RTs in visual search when they are irrelevant to the search task. The question is then left open 
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as to whether or not task-relevant visual working memory contents, such as contents that 

share features with the target of search, can modulate attentional selection in visual search. 

  Soto et al. (2005) had participants memorize a colored shape before engaging in 

visual search. Search arrays in this task contained differently shaped stimuli in different 

colors, each containing a single line. One line in the search array was angled, whereas the 

other lines were horizontal. The task of participants was to indicate whether the angled line 

tilted left or right. The memorized shape appeared in the search array in some trials, and could 

contain the target or not. A pattern of costs and benefits to RTs was observed when the 

memorized shape was present in the search array. RTs increased when the memorized shape 

contained a non-target line, and decreased when it contained a target line. Top-down 

modulation of attentional selection by visual working memory contents may then be possible 

when contents of working memory are relevant to the search task (Soto et al., 2005; Soto, 

Hodsoll Rotshtein, & Humphreys, 2008; Soto, Humphreys, & Heinke, 2006) but not when 

contents of working memory are irrelevant to the search task (Downing & Dodds, 2004). 

  Visual working memory contents may affect attentional selection as a result of 

functional overlap between activated brain areas (Awh & Jonides, 2001). However, there is 

also some overlap between verbal working memory and attentional selection in superior 

frontal areas and superior parietal areas (Corbetta et al., 2008; Wager & Smith, 2003). Few 

studies have been conducted to examine the potential interaction between verbal working 

memory and visual selective attention. While visual information held in working memory 

may lead to modulation of distractor interference in visual search, it remains unclear whether 

this is also the case with verbal information. 

  Modulation of distractor interference in visual search by verbal 

information in working memory. Lavie (2005) argues that “[l]oad on executive cognitive 

functions such as working memory, that renders them unavailable to actively maintain 
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stimulus-processing priorities throughout task performance… increases interference by 

irrelevant low-priority distractors” (p. 80). According to this theory, verbal information in 

working memory may also modulate visual attentional selection. If load on working memory 

disrupts stimulus-processing priorities, and if this is also the case when load is verbal, then it 

may be expected that distractors receive more processing under load than they do without 

load, leading to increased distractor interference in tasks like singleton search under load on 

working memory. 

  De Fockert, Rees, Frith, and Lavie (2001) had participants perform a face 

discrimination task under low and high verbal working memory load. Each trial began with a 

brief presentation (2850ms) of a sequence of five digits, which participants were asked to 

remember for a subsequent memory task. The five digits were presented in order under low 

load, e.g. 12345, and unordered under high load, e.g. 52431. Presentation of digits was 

followed by the presentation of a face belonging to a famous person, over the face was also 

presented a name which could be congruent or incongruent with the name of the person 

whose face was presented. Participants indicated whether the name belonged to a pop-star or 

politician. In this task, the face was therefore simply an irrelevant distractor. It was found that 

incongruent trials under high load led to increased RTs in comparison to trials under low load, 

indicating that distractors became more detrimental to task performance under high load. 

  A subsequent study by Lavie and De Fockert (2005) used a modified version of 

Theeuwes’s (1992) singleton search task in combination with a verbal working memory task. 

Initially, a sequence of six digits was presented for participants to remember. After a short 

interval, participants engaged in singleton search for a circle among diamonds. In some trials, 

one of the non-target diamonds appeared as a color singleton. Distractor presence led to 

increased RTs compared to distractor absence and, more importantly, RTs were slower in 

distractor present trials under load on working memory than in distractor present trials under 
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no load on working memory, indicating that distractor interference increased with verbal 

working memory load. This result was replicated in two subsequent experiments where 

difficulty and set-size was varied. 

  The findings of Lavie and De Fockert (2005) have been interpreted as evidence 

for the view that maintenance of verbal working memory content disrupts stimulus-processing 

priorities, leading to increased processing of distractors and, as a result, increased distractor 

interference in singleton search (Lavie & De Fockert, 2005; Olivers, Meijer, & Theeuwes, 

2006). It may be argued that if maintenance of task-irrelevant information accounts for 

increased distractor interference in a task such as singleton search then increased distractor 

interference should also be observed when participants receive more time to memorize digits 

and more time in which to maintain those digits in working memory. Investigating this 

possibility will be a main goal of the present study. 

Individual Differences and Distractor Interference 

 Visual search tasks, such as singleton search, are affected by factors in 

experimental design that are not easily explained by the dichotomy between bottom-up and 

top-down attention. Intertrial priming, discussed earlier in the text, as well as associated 

reward, may result in confounding (Awh, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, 2012). Intertrial priming 

is especially difficult to control for, as controlling for intertrial priming often means 

restructuring experimental conditions in unsatisfactory ways (e.g., varying some factor 

between blocks rather than randomly between trials).  

  How factors relating to individual differences affect RTs in singleton search 

may also be worth considering. Two such variables are discussed in this section: action video 

game playing (AVGP) and trait anxiety. These variables are easier to control for than intertrial 

priming, as they can be measured with simple questionnaires, but also appear to affect results 

in more significant ways. Examining potential confounding by these variables will be 
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included in the current study. 

  Action video game playing (AVGP). Attentional selection is modified by 

playing action video games (Green & Bavelier, 2003). Until recently, however, no systematic 

studies had been carried out on differences in attentional capture and distractor interference 

between AVGPs and non-AVGPs. Chisholm and colleagues (Chisholm, Hickey, & 

Theeuwes, 2010; Chisholm & Kingstone, 2012, 2015) have conducted studies on the subject 

of AVGP specifically in relation to attentional capture. In a first study (Chisholm et al., 2010), 

two opposing hypotheses were tested. First, video game experience may affect sensitivity to 

salience, leading to increased attentional capture. Second, video game experience may 

improve attentional control, leading to reduced attentional capture. Participants were divided 

into groups based on AVG experience. Those who played AVGs for a minimum of 3 hours a 

week over the last 6 months were classified as AVGPs, whereas those who played less were 

classified as non-AVGPs. Chisholm et al. (2010) used an adapted version of Theeuwes’s 

(1992) singleton search task and found that AVGPs responded faster than non-AVGPs, and 

that distractor presence led to increased RTs in both groups compared to distractor absence. 

Interestingly, distractor interference was larger in the non-AVGP group, indicating that 

AVGPs may, on average, have better control over attention than non-AVGPs, and are 

therefore less susceptible to attentional capture by salience. 

  Trait anxiety. According to attentional control theory of anxiety (Eysenck, 

Derakshan, Santos, & Calvo, 2007), individuals with high anxiety levels are less effective at 

processing information than individuals with low anxiety levels due to a lack of attentional 

control. However, anxious individuals can compensate for this deficit by exerting more effort, 

thus attaining the same level of performance as less anxious individuals. Furthermore, due to 

a lack of attentional control, anxious individuals are more susceptible to attentional capture. 

  Moser, Becker, and Moran (2012) employed an adapted version of Theeuwes’s 
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(1992) singleton search task. Participants completed the singleton search task and answered a 

questionnaire measuring trait anxiety. Distractor interference was calculated by subtracting 

RTs in distractor absent trials from RTs in distractor present trials for every participant. In this 

way, costs associated with attentional capture by distractors were calculated. These costs were 

then inserted into a regression analysis, which revealed a significant positive relationship 

between costs and anxiety scores such that anxiety scores predicted costs to RTs incurred by 

distractor presence. 

  Neuroimaging studies on trait anxiety during task performance reveal 

differences between low and high anxiety individuals (Bishop, 2007). For example, Basten, 

Stelzel, and Fiebach (2011) found increased activation of right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

in individuals with high compared to low anxiety levels when required to inhibit a prepotent 

response during incongruent trials in a Stroop task. Further studies indicate that trait anxiety 

may be related to differences between low and high anxiety individuals in several networks of 

brain areas, such as the frontoparietal network which implements cognitive control and the 

ventral attentional network discussed earlier (Sylvester et al., 2012) There is, then, some 

overlap between areas of the brain associated with attentional orienting and areas that are 

associated with trait anxiety. 

Summary and Predictions 

  In the current study, the main aim was to replicate the classic finding of 

distractor interference in singleton search. Accordingly, it was predicted (H1) that response 

times would increase when a color singleton (distractor) was present in the search array of a 

singleton search task, compared to absent from it. 

  In addition, as discussed earlier, it has been proposed that working memory may 

mediate top-down modulation of attentional selection (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) by 

maintaining stimulus-processing priorities (Lavie, 2005). Load on working memory may lead 
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to increased distractor interference, as maintenance of stimulus-processing priorities is 

disrupted when task-irrelevant information has to be maintained simultaneously (De Fockert 

et al., 2001; Lavie, 2005; Lavie & De Fockert, 2005). Mainly two studies have provided 

evidence for this view (De Fockert et al., 2001; Lavie & De Fockert, 2005). Both studies had 

participants memorize a series of digits for a brief period of time before engaging in a task. 

Results indicated that distractor interference increased under load. If increased distractor 

interference is a result of maintenance of information in working memory, as some have 

claimed (Lavie & De Fockert, 2005; Olivers et al., 2006), then it may be argued that 

maintenance of task-irrelevant information in working memory over an extended period of 

time should lead to similar results. Accordingly, if increased distractor interference results 

from maintenance of verbal information in working memory then it might be predicted (H2) 

that RTs in distractor present trials of singleton search will be slower under load on working 

memory than distractor present trials of singleton search under no load on working memory. 

  Finally, individual differences in AVGP and trait anxiety may lead to 

differential susceptibility to attentional capture between participants and potentially confound 

results when using singleton search as an experimental task. Evidence suggests that AVGPs 

are less susceptible to attentional capture, indicated by results of less distractor interference in 

singleton search (Chisholm et al., 2010; Chisholm & Kingstone, 2012, 2015). On the other 

hand, individuals with high trait anxiety levels are more susceptible to attentional capture, 

indicated by results of increased distractor interference in singleton search (Moser et al., 

2012). Controlling for these variables, or at the very least evaluating their relationship to RTs 

in singleton search, is relatively easy, as they can be measured with questionnaires. In 

accordance with the discussed results, it was predicted (H3) that AVGPs will display less 

distractor interference than non-AVGPs. It was also predicted (H4) that individuals with high 

levels of trait anxiety will display higher levels of distractor interference than individuals with 
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low levels of trait anxiety. 

  A 2 × 3 within-groups design with distractor presence (absent, present) and 

verbal working memory load (none, low, high) as factors was used to examine the hypotheses 

described above. RTs in singleton search (Figure 1) were the primary outcome data. In 

addition, error rates in singleton search were recorded to evaluate the possibility of a speed-

accuracy tradeoff. Data for each participant on a measure of AVGP and a measure of trait 

anxiety were recorded for each participant to enable evaluation of H3 and H4. 

Method 

Participants 

  18 participants (20-33 years, M = 25; 7 females) were recruited from the 

University of Skövde. All participants satisfied criteria for having normal or normal-to-

corrected visual acuity and color vision. All participants provided written informed consent. 

Materials/Stimuli 

  Singleton search. Singleton search was presented with OpenSesame (Mathôt, 

Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2012) on a Lenovo L440 laptop with a screen resolution of 1600x900 

and refresh-rate of 50hz. In this task, eight experimental stimuli appeared in eight possible 

locations on a grey background in a circular pattern around a white fixation dot presented in 

the middle of the computer screen. Stimuli could appear as red and green circles and squares. 

One stimulus in the array had a unique shape, i.e. a shape singleton, and could appear as a 

circle among squares or as a square among circles. A color singleton could be present in, or 

absent from, the search array. When present, the color singleton replaced one stimulus in the 

search array other than the shape singleton and appeared in red if other stimuli were green, or 

green if other stimuli were red. Each stimulus in the search array contained a white line with 

either horizontal or vertical orientation. Eight placeholder items were constructed from the 
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same white lines contained within stimuli in the shape of ‘+’. The fixation dot was 4mm in 

width and height. Each stimulus had a diameter of 1cm, and appeared approximately 4,5cm 

from the center of the fixation dot. White lines contained by stimuli in the search array had a 

height of 1,5cm, and a width of 1mm. 

  Serial recall. Sequences of digits were printed on paper in Calibri font, size 18. 

Sequences contained two pairs of digits under low verbal working memory load (e.g., 57 29) 

or three pairs of digits under high verbal working memory load (e.g., 57 29 31).  

  Questionnaires. Participants filled out one form with general questions 

regarding age, gender, vision, experience with previous experiments, and gaming habits. In 

the question regarding gaming habits participants answered yes or no to whether they played 

AVGPs for three or more hours per week. 

  Participants also filled out a questionnaire (Appendix A) measuring anxiety, 

which contained ten items extracted from the IPIP-NEO-300 (Goldberg et al., 2006), a 

measure of personality according to the Five Factor-model (Digman, 1990). Items in this 

questionnaire had a Cronbach’s (1951) alpha of .89, in comparison to the alpha calculated in a 

norm sample of .83 (Johnson, 2014). Items were presented in English, supplemented with 

tested Swedish translations (Bäckström, 2010, unpublished material). 

Procedure 

 The researcher was present in the room throughout the experiment. The entire 

experiment took approximately 45 minutes to complete for each participant. 

  At the beginning of the experiment, participants were instructed to sit in an 

armchair in a dimly lit room approximately 50 cm away from a computer screen. Before 

testing, each participant read and signed an informed consent form, and answered a form 

containing general questions. 

 Participants were then given instructions to the singleton search task verbally 
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Figure 1. An adapted version of the singleton search task (Theeuwes, 1992). Participants 

located a shape singleton in the search array and indicated the orientation of a line contained 

within it with a keypress. Under low and high load, participants memorized a sequence of 

digits before engaging in 20 succeeding trials of singleton search. After completing singleton 

search, participants recalled digits in serial order. 

and in writing, with the addition of a practical demonstration of the singleton search task in 

which targets and distractors were explicitly pointed out by the researcher. Participants were 

instructed to fixate on a dot presented in the middle of a computer screen and to locate a shape 

singleton in a search array by moving attention covertly. After having localized the shape 

singleton, participants responded to the orientation of a line contained within the shape 

singleton. Key ‘Z’ was to be pressed in response to a vertical line and ‘M’ was to be pressed 

in response to a horizontal line. It was stressed by the researcher that trials of singleton search 

were to be completed as quickly as possible with as few incorrect responses as possible. 

Participants were also informed that the singleton search task would be completed four times, 
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without being told why. 

  Each trial of singleton search began with the presentation of a fixation dot. The 

fixation dot stayed on screen for the duration of the trial. Eight placeholder items appeared 

500ms after the fixation dot was presented. The placeholder items were replaced after an 

additional 500ms with experimental stimuli. Experimental stimuli were presented for a 

maximum duration of 3000ms, or until a response was made. In 50% of trials, one non-target 

stimulus was replaced with a color singleton, referred to as a distractor. Distractor presence 

varied randomly between trials. Shape and color of stimuli varied randomly between trials as 

well. If the target (the shape singleton) was red, then the remaining stimuli (except the 

distractor) were also red. If the target was green, then the remaining stimuli (except the 

distractor) were also green. If the target was presented as a circle, then the remaining stimuli 

(including the distractor) were presented as squares. If the target was presented as a square, 

then the remaining stimuli (including the distractor) were presented as circles. 

  Each participant completed singleton search under four conditions: practice, no 

load, low load, and high load. One condition contained six blocks of trials. Each block 

contained 20 trials. This meant that each participant completed 480 trials of singleton search, 

spread evenly over four conditions. Practice was always followed by no load, while 

conditions of low load and high load were counterbalanced across participants. The first block 

of singleton search trials in each of the three levels of working memory load was counted as 

practice. Completion of one block was followed by a pause, and a screen displaying average 

response time and accuracy for the 20 trials recently completed. Participants initiated the next 

block of trials at will by pressing any key on the keyboard. 

  Thus, participants began by completing a practice phase of singleton search 

which was always followed by singleton search under no load on working memory, a 

contingency which participants remained unaware of at this point. After completing the no 
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load-condition, participants were instructed that they would complete the same task two more 

times, but with the addition of a concurrent memory task. Before each block of trials during 

these two conditions, the researcher manually presented a sequence of digits to the participant 

for 13
1
 seconds, timed with a watch. After 13 seconds, the researcher removed the presented 

digits, at which point participants began one block of singleton search trials. After completing 

one block of trials, 3 participants were asked to report which digit came before or after a 

certain digit in the presented sequence. The remaining 12 participants were asked to recall 

digits in serial order instead
2
. 

  After completing the last condition of singleton search, participants were asked 

to fill out a questionnaire measuring trait anxiety. Participants were not explicitly told what 

the questionnaire measured until after they had answered it. 

Results 

 18 participants contributed data. Three participants were excluded from all 

analyses due to high error rates in singleton search
3
. Data from the remaining 15 (20-30 years, 

M = 25; 7 females) participants were used to test H1-4. RTs under 150ms or above 2554ms 

(three standard deviations above the mean) were excluded as outliers, resulting in a loss of 

.8% of observations. All analyses of RTs include both incorrect and correct responses. Alpha 

(α) was set to .05 for all analyses.  

 H1-H2. Mean RTs in singleton search are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. As 

can be seen from visual inspection of Table 1 and Figure 2, RTs increased in the presence of a 

distractor. However, this increase did not appear to be modulated by load on working 

                                                 
1
 A memorization-period of 13 seconds was chosen to ensure that participants would be able to hold digits in 

memory throughout all 20 trials of singleton search with the use of subvocal rehearsal. It was reasoned that a 

shorter period of time could have led to differential effects on early and later trials of singleton search from the 

need to establish a stable strategy for subvocal rehearsal. 
2
 The purpose for asking participants to recall digits was to ensure compliance with task instructions. Asking 

participants to recall a digit before or after another digit was unnecessarily complicated for this purpose. 

Therefore, the task was changed to serial recall, as participants could report the digits as they were rehearsed. 
3
 Exclusion criteria: 20% or more incorrect responses in one or more conditions of singleton search. 
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Table 1 

Average Response Times and Error Rates in Singleton Search 

    Verbal working memory load   

Distractor None Low High 

 Presence   RT ER RT ER RT ER 

 Absent   1057 (201) 5 941 (163) 3,2 965 (158) 4,2   

Present   1239 (203) 6 1114 (204) 5,8 1113 (222) 7,6   

Note. Response times (RT) are shown in milliseconds (MS). Standard deviations (std) are 

shown within parentheses. Error rates (ER) are shown in percentages (%). 

memory. Furthermore, RTs were faster under load on working memory. H1 and H2 were 

tested with a 2 × 3 repeated measures ANOVA conducted on RTs in singleton search with 

distractor presence (absent, present) and verbal working memory load (none, low, high) as 

factors. In accordance with H1, a significant main effect of distractor presence was obtained 

[F (1, 14) = 53.5, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .793] such that RTs increased significantly in distractor 

present trials compared to distractor absent trials. This result is consistent with the view that 

salient but task-irrelevant color singletons capture attention, leading to increased RTs as 

participants are required to disengage and reorient attention to the less salient target shape 

singleton before responding. Contrary to H2, the interaction effect between distractor 

presence and verbal working memory load did not reach statistical significance. This result is 

inconsistent with the view that distractor interference in singleton search increases 

significantly when task-irrelevant verbal information is maintained in working memory over 

several succeeding trials of singleton search. Unrelated to any predictions made, a significant 

main effect was also obtained for verbal working memory load [F (1, 14) = 13.44, p <.001, 

ηp
2
 = .49]. Paired t-tests were carried out as post hoc comparisons (uncorrected for multiple 

comparisons) separately for distractor absent and distractor present trials to further examine 
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Figure 2. Mean response times (ms) in distractor absent and distractor present trials of 

singleton search under no, low, and high verbal load on working memory. Error bars represent 

95% confidence intervals. 

this effect. In both absence and presence of distractors, significant differences were obtained 

between no load and low load [absence: t (14) = 3.7, p = .002; presence: t (14) = 4.9, p <.001] 

and no load and high load [absence: t (14) = 4.7, p <.001; presence: t (14) = 4.7, p <.001] such 

that RTs were significantly faster under both low and high load compared to no load. 

  Error rates in singleton search are shown in Table 1 and Figure 3. A 2 × 3 

repeated measures ANOVA with the same factors as the previous analysis was conducted on 

error rates in singleton search. The main effect of distractor presence approached significance 

[F (1, 14) = 4.5, p = .052] such that more errors were made in distractor present trials 

compared to distractor absent trials. No other effects reached statistical significance. Paired t-

tests conducted as post hoc comparisons revealed a significant difference between distractor 

absent and distractor present trials under high load [t (14) = 2.7, p = .018]. The difference 

between distractor absent and distractor present trials under low load approached significance 

[t (14) = 2.1, p = .052]. No difference was found between the two types of trials under no 
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Figure 3. Mean error rate (%) in distractor absent and distractor present trials of singleton 

search under no, low, and high verbal load on working memory. 

load.  

 H3. Mean RTs in singleton search are shown in Appendix B1. In the analysis of 

AVGP (H3), participants were divided into AVGP (n = 5; 20-30 years, M = 25; 1 female) and 

non-AVGP (n = 10; 20-33 years, M = 25 years; 6 females) groups. H3 was tested with a 2 × 2 

mixed ANOVA on RTs with AVGP (AVGP, non-AVGP) as a between-groups factor, and 

distractor presence (absent, present) as a within-groups factor. As in the previous analysis of 

RTs, a significant main effect was obtained for distractor presence [F (1, 13) = 76.7, p <.001, 

ηp
2
 = .86] such that RTs increased significantly in distractor present compared to distractor 

absent trials of singleton search. However, contrary to H3, neither the main effect of AVGP 

nor the interaction effect between AVGP and distractor presence reached significance. This 

result indicates that AVGP does not lead to decreased distractor interference in singleton 

search. 

  Error rates in singleton search are shown in Appendix B2. A 2 × 2 mixed 

ANOVA with the same factors as the previous analysis was conducted on error rates in 

singleton search. A significant interaction effect was obtained between distractor presence and 

AVGP [F = 6.7, p = .023, ηp
2
 = .34]. From visual inspection of Appendix B2, it seems likely 

that the significance of the interaction effect is the result of relatively higher error rates of 
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Figure 4. Mean error rate (%) in serial recall under low and high load. 

AVGPs in distractor presence. No other effects reached statistical significance.  

 H4. Mean RTs in singleton search are shown in Appendix C1. In the analysis of 

trait anxiety (H4), participants were divided into low anxiety (n = 7; 20-30 years, M = 26; 2 

females) and high anxiety (n = 8; 21-29 years, M = 24; 5 females) groups by performing a 

median split on anxiety scores. H4 was tested with a 2 × 2 mixed ANOVA on RTs with trait 

anxiety (low anxiety, high anxiety) as a between-groups factor, and distractor presence 

(absent, present) as a within-groups factor. As in the two previous analyses of RTs, a 

significant main effect of distractor presence was obtained [F = 86.8, p <.001, ηp
2
 = .87] such 

that RTs increased significantly in distractor present compared to distractor absent trials of 

singleton search. However, contrary to H4, neither the main effect of trait anxiety nor the 

interaction effect between trait anxiety and distractor presence reached statistical significance. 

This result indicates that higher trait anxiety is not associated with increased distractor 

interference in singleton search.  

  Error rates in singleton search are shown in Appendix C2. A 2 × 2 mixed 

ANOVA with the same factors as the previous analysis was conducted on error rates in 

singleton search. No statistically significant effects were obtained in this analysis. 

  Serial recall. Error rates in serial recall are shown in Figure 4. A paired t-test 

was conducted on error rates in serial recall under low and high load. Significantly more 

errors were made under high load compared to low load [t (14) = 3.2, p = .005]. This result 
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indicates that the serial recall under high load was more difficult than serial recall under low 

load.  

Sequential Effects 

  To control for potential confounding by sequential effects on RTs in singleton 

search, participants were divided into groups based on order of conditions. A 2 × 2 × 3 mixed 

ANOVA with order of conditions as a between-groups factor, and distractor presence and 

verbal working memory load as within-groups factors conducted on RTs revealed no 

significant effects beyond those reported in the analysis of RTs for H1 and H2. 

Discussion 

  Four hypotheses were tested in the present study. These will be discussed in 

turn. 

H1: Distractor Interference 

  In accordance with the classic results of Theeuwes (1992) it was predicted that 

RTs in singleton search for a shape singleton would increase in distractor presence compared 

to distractor absence, as color singletons (distractors) capture attention due to their salience. If 

a color singleton captures attention, then attention must be disengaged from the color 

singleton and reoriented to the target before a response can be made. In contrast, if no color 

singleton is present in the search array then the target shape singleton becomes the most 

salient stimulus in the array and captures attention as a result. This prediction was supported 

by the results of the present study, as RTs increased significantly in distractor present trials of 

singleton search compared to distractor absent trials, indicating that color singletons captured 

attention due to their salience, regardless of their irrelevance to the search task (although see 

Bacon & Egeth, 1994 for a different interpretation). 

  Attentional capture of irrelevant stimuli in singleton search could be seen as a 
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threat to theories of visual attention that allow top-down modulation of attentional selection 

(Bundesen, 1990; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Wolfe, 2007). Contrary to the predictions of 

these theories, increased RTs in distractor presence could be interpreted as an indication that 

attentional capture of salient stimuli remains unaffected by the active maintenance of goal-

representations in working memory (e.g., "locate a shape singleton"). Attentional capture may 

then be impervious to top-down modulation, and would therefore have to occur in an entirely 

bottom-up manner (Theeuwes, 2010). However, it is more likely that RTs in singleton search 

represent the aftermath of a complex interaction between top-down and bottom-up selection 

(Burnham, 2007). Proponents of the biased competition-model of visual attention (Desimone 

& Duncan, 1995), and theories similar to it (Bundesen, 1990; Wolfe, 2007), may then argue 

that we cannot, on the basis of RTs in singleton search, fully determine whether attentional 

selection of salient color singletons in singleton search occurs in a completely bottom-up 

manner entirely independent of any top-down modulation. 

H2: Increased Distractor interference under Load on Working Memory 

  According to the load-hypothesis (Lavie, 2005), distracting stimuli receive more 

processing under load on working memory because stimulus-processing priorities in a 

concurrent task, such as singleton search, are less effectively maintained (Lavie & De 

Fockert, 2005). Stimulus-processing priorities specify which stimuli are relevant or irrelevant 

to a current task (Lavie & De Fockert, 2005). Inadequate maintenance of stimulus-processing 

priorities results in poorer performance. In the present study, shape singletons were relevant 

whereas color singletons were irrelevant for the task of singleton search. Distracting color 

singletons should, therefore, receive more processing under load on working memory, leading 

to less effective search for shape singletons and increased distractor interference. In other 

words, increased RTs should be observed in distractor present trials under load on working 

memory compared with distractor present trials under no load on working memory. 
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  It has been proposed that increased distractor interference under load on 

working memory is the result of maintenance of task-irrelevant verbal information in working 

memory (Lavie & De Fockert, 2005; Olivers et al., 2006). If it is the case that maintenance of 

task-irrelevant verbal information leads to increased distractor interference in singleton 

search, then it may be expected that an increase in distractor interference should also be 

observed during maintenance of such information over an extended period of time. This 

prediction was tested in the present study by having participants complete several succeeding 

trials of singleton search while simultaneously maintaining a sequence of digits in working 

memory. Contrary to this prediction, no evidence was obtained in the present study to suggest 

that distractor interference increased under either low or high load on working memory. As is 

evident by Figure 2, distractor interference in singleton search remained constant throughout 

all three levels of load. 

  Lack of a result suggesting increased distractor interference under verbal 

working memory load could be interpreted in at least two ways. First, the increase in 

distractor interference observed by Lavie and De Fockert (2005) may have been the result of 

load on processes other than, or in addition to, simple maintenance of task-irrelevant verbal 

information, such as initial encoding of digits and development of rehearsal strategies. 

According to this interpretation, increased distractor interference was not found in the present 

study because participants were allowed a much longer duration of rehearsal, thus putting 

load on different processes than was done by the experimental manipulations of Lavie and De 

Fockert (2005). Second, the lack of increased distractor interference in the present study may 

have resulted from some systematic difference in experimental setting between this study and 

the study of Lavie and De Fockert (2005). This explanation is relatively potent as no initial 

replication of Lavie and De Fockert (2005, Experiment 1) was conducted in the present study 

due to constraints on time and availability of participants.  It would have made sense to 
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conduct a first experiment in which participants were presented with a sequence of digits, 

after which they engaged in one trial of singleton search and responded to a memory probe, as 

was done by Lavie and De Fockert (2005). If increased distractor interference was observed in 

this first experiment, the experiment that is reported in the present study could have 

performed as a second experiment to properly test whether distractor interference was the 

result of maintenance of task-irrelevant verbal information in working memory. It becomes 

more difficult to draw conclusions regarding the relationship between maintenance of verbal 

information in working memory and distractor interference in singleton search from the 

results of the present study without this initial replication. 

  Behavioral results from an fMRI-study conducted by De Fockert and Theeuwes 

(2012) mirror the findings of the present study, and help to ease the concern that the lack of 

increased distractor interference in the present may have resulted from discrepancies in 

experimental setting between this study and the study of Lavie and De Fockert (2005). De 

Fockert and Theeuwes (2012) had participants engage in singleton search under low and high 

verbal working memory load. As in the present study, results showed that RTs increased 

significantly in distractor present trials compared to distractor absent trials. More importantly, 

however, they also failed to find an increase in distractor interference in singleton search 

under load. However, this study lacked a no load-condition of singleton search. Thus, it is 

possible that distractor interference was higher under load on working memory than it would 

have been under no load on working memory. Distractor interference could have been equally 

affected by low and high loads, leading to no discernible differences between the two 

conditions in terms of RTs. This possibility cannot be excluded without a no load-condition 

with which to compare load-conditions. 

  Neural correlates of distractor interference. The result of increased distractor 

interference in singleton search under verbal load on working memory (Lavie & De Fockert, 
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2005) suggests that some form of interaction occurs between visual selective attention and 

working memory. A possible place for this interaction to occur is indicated by the functional 

overlap between brain areas associated with the two cognitive functions. 

  The orienting aspect of visual attention has been linked to a dorsal and a ventral 

network of areas in the brain. The dorsal network contains bilateral SPL and SPS located in 

the superior parietal lobe, and FEF located in the superior frontal lobe, and appears to underlie 

the basic orienting of visual attention in space (Corbetta et al., 2008) while also providing top-

down modulation of hierarchically earlier visual areas (Serences & Boynton, 2007) related to 

bottom-up attentional capture of salient stimuli (e.g., De Fockert et al., 2004). 

  Retaining order of contents and storage of verbal information in working 

memory engages superior frontal and superior parietal areas (Wager & Smith, 2003) that are 

similar to those included in the dorsal network. Largely separate from these areas, subvocal 

rehearsal engages areas of the left inferior frontal gyrus adjacent to Broca’s area (Narayanan 

et al., 2005; Veltman, Rombouts, & Dolan, 2003). 

  Processes related to verbal working memory may then occupy neural resources 

that are required for optimal functioning of the dorsal network, thus making top-down 

modulation less effective. At the same time, brain areas related to bottom-up selection based 

on factors such as salience remain unaffected by load on working memory. The combination 

of decreased efficiency of top-down modulation of attentional selection and a fully functional 

neural substrate for selection of salient stimuli may lead to a shift in the balance between top-

down and bottom-up selection (favoring the latter) such that more attentional capture occurs 

in response to salient distractors, or that disengagement and reorienting post-capture becomes 

delayed, resulting in increased RTs in singleton search under load on working memory. 

  According to this interpretation, the result of increased distractor interference 

obtained by Lavie and De Fockert (2005) suggests that the efficiency of top-down modulation 
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of attentional capture is compromised relatively early on in maintenance of task-irrelevant 

verbal information, whereas the lack of increased distractor interference in the present study 

could be taken to suggest that efficiency of top-down modulation may achieve full 

functionality during later stages of maintenance. 

Faster RTs in Singleton Search under Load on Working Memory 

  RTs in singleton search were significantly faster in trials of singleton search 

under load compared to trials under no load. This result may be interpreted in at least two 

ways. First, faster RTs may have been the effect of practice. Participants may have improved 

in singleton search throughout the course of the experiment, leading to incrementally faster 

RTs. To evaluate this possibility, RTs in singleton search are graphically represented in 

Appendix D as a function of trial number. From looking at these graphs it seems likely that 

practice effects may have occurred to some degree throughout the practice phase – especially 

in distractor present trials (Appendix D2). However, most lines are relatively flat, indicating 

that participants reached their plateau of performance during the practice phase. It may be 

concluded on the basis of these graphs that practice effects do not account for faster RTs 

under load as there is no clear downward slope in any of the experimental conditions. Second, 

faster RTs may have been the result of a speed-accuracy tradeoff. More errors were made in 

distractor present trials under load compared to distractor present trials under no load (see 

Figure 3). Although some caution is required here, as the main effect of distractor presence 

was only marginally significant in the analysis of error rates, more errors in distractor present 

trials under load on working memory may indicate a speed-accuracy tradeoff. Participants 

may have been more prone to make errors in distractor present trials than in distractor absent 

trials as a result of performing singleton search at a faster pace under load. One reason for 

performing singleton search at a faster pace under load may be that the concurrent serial recall 

task added incentive to complete trials as fast as possible. Digits were required to be 
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maintained in working memory for the duration of twenty trials of singleton search. The 

amount of time spent on singleton search was therefore entirely dependent on the response 

times of participants. Faster response times meant that trials were presented at a faster pace. 

Performing singleton search at a faster pace meant that digits had to be maintained for less 

time, which would be highly desirable for participants who perceived a potential chance for 

failure in maintenance of digits.  

H3: Decreased Distractor Interference by AVGP 

  There is evidence suggesting that AVGP may lead to better attentional control, 

and therefore less distractor interference in singleton search (Chisholm et al., 2010; Chisholm 

& Kingstone, 2012, 2015). It was therefore predicted that less distractor interference would be 

observed in AVGPs than in non-AVGPs. Contrary to this prediction, no evidence was 

obtained in the analysis of RTs to suggest that distractor interference was lower in the AVGP 

group compared to the non-AVGP group. The lack of significant results associated with 

AVGPs indicate equal performance between AVGPs and non-AVGPs, a result (or a lack 

thereof) which is at odds with findings of previous studies which have examined the 

relationship between attentional capture and AVGP. These studies suggest that AVGPs are 

less susceptible to attentional capture by distractors (Chisholm et al., 2010; Chisholm & 

Kingstone, 2012, 2015). As it has been hypothesized that AVGPs perform better than non-

AVGPs in singleton search as a result of more control over attention (Chisholm et al., 2010; 

Chisholm & Kingstone, 2012, 2015), it is interesting to note that the AVGP group made 

significantly more errors in distractor present trials compared to the non-AVGP group. More 

attentional control need not necessarily be reflected in correct or incorrect responses, but 

according to this view it would make more sense if fewer errors were observed in the AVGP 

group than in the non-AVGP group, as fewer errors would indicate more control. However, it 
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remains unclear whether this result would remain significant if the sample-size had been 

larger. 

H4: Increased Distractor Interference by Trait Anxiety 

  There is evidence suggesting that high levels of trait anxiety may lead to 

increased distractor interference (Moser et al., 2012). It was therefore predicted that more 

distractor interference would be observed in high anxiety individuals than in low anxiety 

individuals. Contrary to this prediction, no evidence was obtained in the analysis of RTs to 

suggest that distractor interference was higher in the high anxiety group compared to the low 

anxiety group. This indicates that low anxiety and high anxiety groups performed equally 

well, contrary to the view that individuals with high levels of trait anxiety are more 

susceptible to attentional capture by salient and emotionally neutral stimuli (Basten et al., 

2011; Bishop, 2007; Moser et al., 2012). 

  The statistical analysis of trait anxiety was, admittedly, not optimal. Performing 

a median split on a variable such as anxiety results in a change of information that may 

inaccurately reflect important differences between RTs of participants (Field, 2013). For 

example, in the present study a participant with 30 in score on a questionnaire measuring 

anxiety and a participant with 40 in score would have been allocated to the same group, the 

high group. Any difference between these two participants would be lost by treating them as 

equals. In the case of anxiety this may be justified, as there is substantial evidence indicating 

differences between low and high anxiety individuals in a range of tasks, especially in tasks 

designed to measure attention (e.g., Eysenck et al., 2007). 

  Moser et al. (2012) provides a more fitting solution to analyzing RTs in 

singleton search in combination with anxiety than the one used in the present study. They 

operationalized distractor interference as the cost associated with distractor presence and 

calculated this cost by subtracting the average RT in distractor absent trials from the average 
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RT in distractor present trials separately for each participant. This allowed Moser et al (2012) 

to perform a regression analysis with cost as a dependent variable and anxiety score as an 

independent variable, thereby escaping the problems associated with performing a median 

split on scores and dividing participants into groups. Analyzing data in this way allows testing 

of whether anxiety scores predict cost associated with distractor presence, and may provide an 

answer to the question of whether higher anxiety leads to more attentional capture of 

distractors. If anxiety significantly predicts cost, then it may be concluded, based on the 

direction of the relationship of course, that anxiety is associated with differences in distractor 

interference. 

  A regression analysis with cost as a dependent variable and anxiety scores as an 

independent variable was carried out as a complementary analysis to the mixed ANOVA 

reported in the results-section of the present study. This regression analysis was not reported 

here as it yielded no significant results in relation to anxiety. However, the lack of significant 

results in the regression analysis may be attributed to two outliers in the data. Excluding these 

two outliers led to a significant negative relationship between trait anxiety and cost such that 

higher levels of anxiety led to lower costs associated with distractor interference. With a 

larger sample, this effect may have reached significance, which would have raised some 

questions as the relationship would be the reverse of what was predicted. However, the data 

gathered for the present study does not allow for any such conclusions to be drawn. Still, the 

possibility of a negative relationship between trait anxiety and cost is interesting enough to 

warrant discussion. 

Methodological Concerns 

 It could be argued that the lack of support for H2, H3, and H4 stems from the 

method by which data was analyzed. Both correct and incorrect RTs were used to calculate 

the arithmetic mean as a measure of central tendency. The arithmetic mean was then used to 
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conduct ANOVAs on RTs. There are two reasons for why this approach may not be optimal: 

First, incorrect responses may not represent what is being measured (attentional capture in the 

current study), and could therefore introduce confounding if included in the statistical 

analyses. For example, in a distractor present trial of singleton search a participant may 

incorrectly respond to the line contained in a color singleton out of reflex. This would mean 

that the participant did not disengage and reorient attention, as is necessary in order to make a 

correct response if attention is captured by a distractor. The RT in this trial will, therefore, 

misrepresent the cognitive phenomenon that is being measured, which in this study is 

attentional capture. Second, when a frequency distribution is positively skewed, as is often the 

case with RTs, the mean will slightly overestimate the influence of outliers. In this case, use 

of the median or some other measure of central tendency that is not affected by skewness as 

much as the mean is would be preferred. 

  It should be noted that a general limitation concerning the analyses of AVGP 

(H3) and trait anxiety (H4) in the present study is the method used for sampling of 

participants. 15 participants is a relatively low number for studying individual differences on 

a group level, resulting in low statistical power and questionable results. Furthermore, no 

controls were implemented to ensure equal distribution of males and females in each group. 

When dividing AVGPs from non-AVGPs, all females except one were allocated to the non-

AVGP group. Similarly, when dividing participants into low and high anxiety groups most 

females were allocated to the high anxiety group. This is problematic as any significant 

differences, or lack thereof, may have been the result of differences between genders. Equal 

distribution of gender in groups, or at least constraining sampling to either males or females, 

would be preferred in future studies with similar designs. 
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Concluding Remarks 

  The results of the present study add to the literature on attentional capture by 

providing further examination of the relationship between attentional capture and verbal load 

on working memory. In the present study, the prediction that distractor interference in 

singleton search increases under load on working memory was tested (Lavie & De Fockert, 

2005). This was done by having participants engage in several successive trials of singleton 

search in which a distractor could be present or absent from the search array whilst 

maintaining a sequence of digits in working memory. RTs increased significantly in distractor 

present trials compared to distractor absent trials of singleton search, which indicates 

attentional capture of task-irrelevant salient stimuli. However, maintenance of task-irrelevant 

verbal information in working memory over several succeeding trials of singleton search did 

not result in increased distractor interference, indicating that load on working memory may 

not modulate attentional capture during late stages of maintenance. Unrelated to any 

predictions made, RTs decreased in singleton search under load. This may be the result of 

added incentive - arising from the requirement to maintain digits over several trials of 

singleton search - to trade speed for accuracy in singleton search. Potential confounders in the 

form of individual differences in action video game playing and levels of trait anxiety were 

also evaluated. These two variables did not significantly affect distractor interference in 

singleton search, and are therefore deemed unlikely to have confounded the previously 

mentioned results.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Trait Anxiety Questionnaire 

ID:___________ 

Indikera på en skala från 1 till 5 hur väl påståendet stämmer in på dig själv. Spendera inte för mycket tid på varje 

påstående utan välj det alternativ som direkt känns mest troligt.  

Instämmer inte alls  Instämmer helt 

Oroar mig över saker / Worry about things 

1 2 3 4 5 

Är inte lättstörd av saker / Am not easily bothered by things 

1 2 3 4 5 

Fruktar det värsta / Fear for the worst 

1 2 3 4 5 

Är avslappnad för det mesta / Am relaxed most of the time 

1 2 3 4 5 

Är rädd för mycket / Am afraid of many things 

1 2 3 4 5 

Är inte lättstörd av händelser / Am not easily disturbed by events 

1 2 3 4 5 

Blir lätt stressad / Get stressed out easily 

1 2 3 4 5 

Oroar mig inte för sådant som redan inträffat / Don’t worry about things that have already happened 

1 2 3 4 5 

Fastnar i mina problem / Get caught up in my problems 

1 2 3 4 5 

Anpassar mig lätt till nya situationer / Adapt easily to new situations 

1 2 3 4 5 

Note. Questionnaire used to measure trait anxiety. Participants indicated on a scale from 1 to 5 

how well a statement fitted their personality. Items 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 are positively keyed (a 5 yields 

a score of 5). Items 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 are negatively keyed (a 5 yields a score of 1).  
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Appendix B: AVGP 

 

B1. Mean response times (ms) for non-AVGP and AVGP groups in distractor absent and 

distractor present trials of singleton search under no load on working memory.  

 

B2. Mean error rate (%) for non-AVGP and AVGP groups in distractor absent and distractor 

present trials of singleton search under no load on working memory. 
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Appendix C: Trait Anxiety 

 

C1. Mean response times (ms) for low and high anxiety groups in distractor absent and 

distractor present trials of singleton search under no load on working memory. 

 

C2. Mean error rate (%) for low and high anxiety groups in distractor absent and distractor 

present trials of singleton search under no load on working memory.  
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Appendix D: Practice Effects 

  The following scatterplots have been generated by calculating the average RTs 

on each trial in order from first to last. This was done separately for distractor absent trials, 

distractor present trials, and both together. The first practice block of each condition is 

included.  

 

D1. Response times (ms) in distractor absent trials of singleton search plotted as a function of 

trial order. Each dot represents the average RT of one trial. 
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D2. Response times (ms) in distractor present trials of singleton search plotted as a function of 

trial order. Each dot represents the average RT of one trial. 
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D3. Response times (ms) in distractor absent and present trials of singleton search plotted as a 

function of trial order. Each dot represents the average RT of one trial. 
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